Announcement to F.6 students about the arrangement of 1000-word self-account to be included in the SLP and to be submitted to JUPAS

The deadlines given by Mr Kwan is for those who want to submit the school SLP to JUPAS and include the 1000-word self-account, but we have the following advice to you to decide whether to put effort on writing the 1000 word essay and whether to submit the SLP to JUPAS.

How to decide whether to submit the SLP or not to JUPAS

1. As JUPAS has required the students to submit OEA and self-account in their own way and the SLP is optional, we believe the priority for the university to refer to the information is low.

2. If your OEA and 300-word-self-account submitted to JUPAS are quite complete and you do not have extra information to add (internal and external activities, achievements and self-introduction), you may choose not to submit the SLP to JUPAS. In another word, there is no point to add an SLP which is more or less the same as the information required by JUPAS.

3. You should also consider whether you can afford to spend extra time and effort on it during this time when you have to devote most of your time on preparing for the exam.

4. If you still want to submit the SLP to JUPAS, you must do so not later than the Chinese New Year so as to focus your energy on study as soon as possible. If you need your English teacher to mark your work, please send your work not later than early Feb. They will give you advice not later than mid-March.

When you come back to take back your scripts of DSE practice paper in Feb., we will give you further instruction on details of the SLP